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Texts with interlinear transliteration and word for word translation: Extracts from the Prisse Papyrus; 2.
Extracts from the pyramid texts of Unas and Teta. Inscription from the stele of Abu; 5. Inscription of Ata; 6.
Inscription from the tomb of Khnemu-hetep at Beni-hasan; 7. Stories of the reigns of Seneferu and Khufu; 9.
The Battle of Megiddo; Specimens of the Maxims of Ani; Inscription from the Stele of Tehuti-nefer
Inscription from the Stele of Tchanni; Inscription from the Stele of Sesh; Inscription from a sepulchral Stele;
Inscription from the Stele of Amen-hetep; Hymn to the god of the Nile; Examples of the Proverbs of
Tuauu-f-se-Kharthai; The Destruction of Mankind; The War of Rameses II. Numbers from the papyrus of
Rameses III. The Legend of Ra and Isis; Texts from the sarcophagus of Patepep. From an Inscription of
Ptolemy V. Anyone curious about hieroglyphics will appreciate this classic primer. This practical grammar
comprises lists of frequently used signs and determinatives, a vocabulary of about words, a series of 31 texts
and extracts with interlinear transliteration and word-for-word translation , and a few untransliterated and
untranslated texts with glossary , to be worked out independently. Reviews Add a review and share your
thoughts with other readers. Add a review and share your thoughts with other readers.
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First Steps in Egyptian Hieroglyphics: A Book for Beginners by E. A. Wallis Budge The dearth of suitable introductory
texts presents a serious obstacle to the study of the Egyptian language, so this practical grammar answers a
longstanding need.

In English, hieroglyph as a noun is recorded from , originally short for nominalised hieroglyphic s, with a
plural hieroglyphics , from adjectival use hieroglyphic character. For example, symbols on Gerzean pottery
from c. By the Greco-Roman period, there are more than 5, Late Egyptian language As writing developed and
became more widespread among the Egyptian people, simplified glyph forms developed, resulting in the
hieratic priestly and demotic popular scripts. These variants were also more suited than hieroglyphs for use on
papyrus. Hieroglyphic writing was not, however, eclipsed, but existed alongside the other forms, especially in
monumental and other formal writing. The Rosetta Stone contains three parallel scripts â€” hieroglyphic,
demotic, and Greek. It appears that the misleading quality of comments from Greek and Roman writers about
hieroglyphs came about, at least in part, as a response to the changed political situation. Another reason may
be the refusal to tackle a foreign culture on its own terms, which characterized Greco-Roman approaches to
Egyptian culture generally. It offers an explanation of close to signs. Early attempts at decipherment are due to
Dhul-Nun al-Misri and Ibn Wahshiyya 9th and 10th century, respectively. The most famous of the early
"decipherers" was Athanasius Kircher. In his Lingua Aegyptiaca Restituta , Kircher called hieroglyphics "this
language hitherto unknown in Europe, in which there are as many pictures as letters, as many riddles as
sounds, in short as many mazes to be escaped from as mountains to be climbed". While some of his notions
are long discredited, portions of his work have been valuable to later scholars, and Kircher helped pioneer
Egyptology as a field of serious study. All medieval and early modern attempts were hampered by the
fundamental assumption that hieroglyphs recorded ideas and not the sounds of the language. As the stone
presented a hieroglyphic and a demotic version of the same text in parallel with a Greek translation, plenty of
material for falsifiable studies in translation was suddenly available. Dacier , he wrote: It is a complex system,
writing figurative, symbolic, and phonetic all at once, in the same text, the same phrase, I would almost say in
the same word. Writing system This article contains IPA phonetic symbols. Without proper rendering support
, you may see question marks, boxes, or other symbols instead of Unicode characters. For an introductory
guide on IPA symbols, see Help: Visually, hieroglyphs are all more or less figurative: However, the same sign
can, according to context, be interpreted in diverse ways: The determinative was not read as a phonetic
constituent, but facilitated understanding by differentiating the word from its homophones. Phonetic reading
Hieroglyphs typical of the Graeco-Roman period Most non- determinative hieroglyphic signs are phonetic in
nature, meaning that the sign is read independently of its visual characteristics according to the rebus principle
where, for example, the picture of an eye could stand for the English words eye and I [the first person
pronoun]. Phonograms formed with one consonant are called uniliteral signs; with two consonants, biliteral
signs; with three, triliteral signs. Twenty-four uniliteral signs make up the so-called hieroglyphic alphabet.
Egyptian hieroglyphic writing does not normally indicate vowels, unlike cuneiform , and for that reason has
been labelled by some an abjad alphabet, i. In modern transcriptions, an e is added between consonants to aid
in their pronunciation. For example, nfr "good" is typically written nefer. This does not reflect Egyptian
vowels, which are obscure, but is merely a modern convention. Hieroglyphs are written from right to left, from
left to right, or from top to bottom, the usual direction being from right to left [21] although, for convenience,
modern texts are often normalized into left-to-right order. The reader must consider the direction in which the
asymmetrical hieroglyphs are turned in order to determine the proper reading order. For example, when human
and animal hieroglyphs face to the left i. As in many ancient writing systems, words are not separated by
blanks or by punctuation marks. However, certain hieroglyphs appear particularly common only at the end of
words, making it possible to readily distinguish words. Uniliteral signs Main article: It would have been
possible to write all Egyptian words in the manner of these signs, but the Egyptians never did so and never
simplified their complex writing into a true alphabet. A few uniliterals first appear in Middle Egyptian texts.
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Besides the uniliteral glyphs, there are also the biliteral and triliteral signs, to represent a specific sequence of
two or three consonants, consonants and vowels, and a few as vowel combinations only, in the language.
Phonetic complements Egyptian writing is often redundant: For example, the word nfr, "beautiful, good,
perfect", was written with a unique triliteral that was read as nfr: However, it is considerably more common to
add to that triliteral, the uniliterals for f and r. The two alphabetic characters are adding clarity to the spelling
of the preceding triliteral hieroglyph. Redundant characters accompanying biliteral or triliteral signs are called
phonetic complements or complementaries. They can be placed in front of the sign rarely , after the sign as a
general rule , or even framing it appearing both before and after. Ancient Egyptian scribes consistently
avoided leaving large areas of blank space in their writing, and might add additional phonetic complements or
sometimes even invert the order of signs if this would result in a more aesthetically pleasing appearance good
scribes attended to the artistic, and even religious, aspects of the hieroglyphs, and would not simply view them
as a communication tool. Various examples of the use of phonetic complements can be seen below: Notably,
phonetic complements were also used to allow the reader to differentiate between signs that are homophones ,
or which do not always have a unique reading. For example, the symbol of "the seat" or chair: The presence of
phonetic complementsâ€”and of the suitable determinativeâ€”allows the reader to know which of the three
readings to choose: Finally, it sometimes happens that the pronunciation of words might be changed because
of their connection to Ancient Egyptian: For example, the adjective bnj, "sweet", became bnr. In Middle
Egyptian, one can write: Semantic reading Besides a phonetic interpretation, characters can also be read for
their meaning: Logograms are therefore the most frequently used common nouns; they are always
accompanied by a mute vertical stroke indicating their status as a logogram the usage of a vertical stroke is
further explained below ; in theory, all hieroglyphs would have the ability to be used as logograms.
Logograms can be accompanied by phonetic complements. Here are some examples:
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First Steps in Egyptian Hieroglyphics has 13 ratings and 0 reviews. The dearth of suitable introductory texts presents a
serious obstacle to the study of.

How to read Egyptian hieroglyphs: The Pyramids of Giza. The Valley of the Kings. The culture was so
advanced and so rich. It is crazy how long ago it was. If you are like me, you just want to solve the big puzzle
and find out what it all means. It was used to decipher Egyptian hieroglyphs. This was possible because it
contained the same content in 3 different languages: The message helped, but the deciphering of the
hieroglyphs was still a great challenge. One of the major stumbling blocks was that people very much wanted
to assign meaning to the symbols. In some cases, that was correct. However, a majority of the symbols
represent a sound, just like our alphabet. To change that scenario, this article will give you a quick and dirty
guide to reading Egyptian hieroglyphs. Hieroglyph is often used interchangeably with the adjective
hieroglyphic. Petroglyphs, pictographs, and geoglyphs First appearing around B. As you can tell, they are
highly decorative and were often painted or covered in gold. What a written history! Written forms of the
Egyptian language Egyptian was a spoken language. Unfortunately, it is no longer spoken. Along with
Sumerian, it is one of the oldest recorded languages known. There were 3 written forms of spoken Egyptian: It
was essentially a form of hieroglyphs that was easy to write quickly and easily with a pen or brush. It was
initially used by priests for sacred documents as well as other written letters or documents. It was most often
written with a reed brush on papyrus. See an example of hieratic below. It was used in more formal and
standardized government documents. It was the latest form of ancient Egyptian and eventually evolved into
coptic. Dates Dates were recorded relative to the year the current king took the throne. This makes sense based
on what their daily life must have been like. The biggest events that shaped their lives was probably a new
king taking power. The dates often included the year, season, month, and day. Because of their interest and
knowledge to the Sun and stars, they quite accurately represented astronomical time. Their year was days with
5 days between years. They had 10 day weeks with 3 weeks to a month. They also had three seasons: As with
learning any skill, it took training by someone who knew what they were doing. It was more common to learn
the handwritten form with fewer people proficient in hieroglyphs. Luckily for us, the evidence of their
schooling still exists. Although the language is largely phonetic, it was often taught by the word. The existing
exercises show that a word was dictated and the student attempted to write it. This is known because of what
the apparent mistakes were and corresponding corrections. What a great historical find! Reading direction
Hieroglyphs can be written from right-to-left, left-to-right, or top-to-bottom. Just as hieratic and demotic are
read from right-to-left. The key to knowing how to read the message is in the characters themselves. If the
humans and animals are facing left, you read from the left towards their faces. Yes, it appears the script is in
columns which will need to be read from top-to-bottom. Did you notice that the characters do not always
follow each other neatly in a single line? Bonus points if you did. Hieroglyphs are written in blocks. You
would read each block from top-to-bottom as well. This can be confusing, but every girl knows there is a price
to pay for beauty. I guess the ancient Egyptians knew this too, ha! You may have also noticed that there is no
discernible spaces between characters or punctuation. While this sounds a little crazy, if you know the
language it is relatively easy to figure out the words. Hr s n xmpl f txt wth n vwls. They may be a uniliteral,
biliteral, or triliteral meaning the symbol represents the sounds of 1, 2, or 3 letter sounds. An example of a
biliteral is a symbol that represents the combined sound of sh as in show. See a chart of phonograms below.
Egyptian hieroglyph phonograms chart: They may be a logogram or a determinative. An example is a picture
of a mouth and it means mouth. They are placed after the character. Transliteration, transcription, and
translation Okay, so this gets a little confusing. At least, it was to me. The transliteration of Egyptian
hieroglyphs is for the most part a sound-for-sound transliteration. Here is an explanation of the image below:
The first line is hieroglyphs. The second line is the transliteration. Note the lack of vowels. The third line is
another transliteration in Manuel de Codage MdC. The fourth and fifth lines are the English translation.
Especially given that vowels are not included in hieroglyphs. The answer lies in Coptic, the Egyptian language
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of the Greco-Roman period. It preserved a large number of words from Egyptian hieroglyphs. It confirmed
meaning of words and grammatical forms. It also helped greatly with missing vowels in terms of vocalization.
Names and titles You may already know that royal names from the Old Kingdom and on are enclosed in an
oval or cartouche. This designates the king as the god Horus, the son and successor of Osiris. This name is
used less often. This name is used less often, as well. This name is given when they become king. It is
included inside the cartouche. The name given at birth. It can be a name common to other members of the
dynasty. It is included inside the cartouche as well. Many names, royal and non-royal, had religious
symbolism and a reference to a particular god. The image below shows how this works with the cartouche of
Tutankhamun. The image is also nice because it displays character by character what it all means. They used a
base 10 system which I think is natural for humans given that we have 10 fingers. They had a different symbol
to represent different powers of ten. To represent multiples of that power they just multiplied the symbol. Here
are the symbols for each power of ten. Lost in translation What do you think? Did you learn anything? I
learned a lot. The symbols should be interpreted phonetically. So sophisticated and cultured, yet so long ago.
What did you find more surprising or interesting?
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E.A. Wallis Budge, - Budge was the Curator of Egyptian and Assyrian Antiquities at the British Museum from to He was
also a Sometime Scholar of Christ's College, a scholar at the University of Cambridge, Tyrwhitt, and a Hebrew Scholar.
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First appearing around B.C., hieroglyphs were first used to write names and labels. They were carved on walls of
temples and tombs, stelae (like the Rosetta Stone), coffins, and other monumental objects.
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